Non-bootstrap navigation menus wrongly display the structure upon loading the page
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Description
I recently reported a bug about the non-bootstrap menus at:
https://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=5633

The bug in the above link was solved. However, it is accompanied with a different bug. Essentially, when I load ANY page that has a left menu navigation structure, upon loading the page, all of the sub-menus are displayed for a brief 1 or 2 seconds before disappearing. It appears to me that the page is loading the sub-menus, but has no method to hide the menus while doing so. It instead displays the sub-menus and can get in the way.

Fortunately, the show.tiki.org instance that demonstrates the previous bug ALSO displays the bug I am currently reporting. The link for the show instance is: http://taylordustin-11691-5633.show.tikiwiki.org

Importance
5
Easy to solve? 7
Priority 35

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 26 Apr 15 12:36 GMT-0000
This is a recurrent problem, or at least it happened and was fixed at least once before. I think whoever fixed it will probably remember the details once they're aware of this again.

taylordustin 01 May 15 15:53 GMT-0000
It's good to hear that this problem has been fixed before. Do you happen to remember who it was that fixed this issue previously? If not, do you happen to know which version it was fixed in? Perhaps I could hunt the solution down myself.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 04 May 15 08:35 GMT-0000
Actually I think it was just due to a JavaScript conflict. If you go to Tiki14 and find in page "only a mini-bug" you can read the report from Geoff, and try the solutions suggested there.

taylordustin 05 May 15 16:21 GMT-0000
I checked the report and it mentioned running the composer. I tried this, but it did not fix the problem. The other suggestion was about possible Javascript
conflicts... could you give any insights into what sort of conflicts were happening? Maybe I could hunt something down on my site that is interfering with the Javascript.
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